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Avengers Volume 4 2014-02-04 Infinity tie-in! Deep in space, the Avengers join the Council
of Worlds as they declare war on their cosmic invaders. As the Skrull Empire is reborn,
witness the first encounter with the Builders! And when betrayal strikes the Galactic Council
and the Avengers find themselves prisoners of war, one last desperate plan is hatched! The
Builders make unexpected overtures, Ex Nihilo re-enters the picture, and the final battle for
the Marvel Universe begins. Galactic empires fall and rise, and as Earth is targeted, the
Avengers race back to their own solar system - but will they be in time to stop the Black
Order from making their move? Or will Thanos' mad plans conquer all life? COLLECTING:
Avengers 18-23
Infinity Gauntlet 2011-09-28 It's the Avengers, the New Warriors, the X-Men and more
against the omnipotent Eternal, Thanos! The Mad Titan has become the most powerful being
in the universe, and enslavement or destruction may be the only choices he gives it! The
successive Starlin sagas that shook space and time start here!
The Life and Death of Captain Marvel Jim Starlin 2002 The legendary cosmic warrior called
Captain Marvel was an agent of the alien Kree, humanoid beings who commanded a galaxyspanning empire. While stationed on Earth, Mar-Vell's sympathy for the planet's people
caused him to disobey a direct order. His punishment: death! Escaping execution, Mar-Veil
found himself stranded in the Negative Zone, an anti-matter universe existing alongside
Earth. There, he telepathically contacted Rick Jones -- previously a companion of the
Incredible Hulk, the most powerful man-like creature ever to walk the Earth, and Captain
America, star-spangled Sentinel of Liberty. Mar-Vell instructed the teenager to don a pair of
extraterrestrial bracelets -- and when Rick slammed the golden Nega-Bands together with all
his might, his atoms traded places with those of the exiled Kree. The hero materialized on
Earth, while Rick was surrounded by a protective aura that allowed him to survive in the
Negative Zone. Captain Marvel wielded his cosmic powers in defense of the galaxy ... and
Earth, his adopted homeworld. But after many an awesome adventure and countless
victories, Mar-Vell's exposure to a carcinogenic nerve gas took its toll. Ultimately, he
succumbed to the one enemy he proved unable to defeat: an incurable systemic cancer. Marinfinity-war-collected-edition-english-edition
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Vell died not on the field of battle, but on a sickbed -- surrounded by an awesome assemblage
of adventurers, gathered to pay tribute to the legacy of their fallen friend!
Infinity Gauntlet Jim Starlin 2019-02-06 Collecting Infinity Gauntlet (1991) #1-6. For the
Mad Titan, Thanos, the Infinity Gauntlet was the Holy Grail  the ultimate prize to be coveted
above all else. With it came omnipotence: the absolute control of all aspects of time, space,
power, reality, mind and soul. But his gaining of supreme might meant the beginning of a
black nightmare for the entire universe. Now, on the edge of Armageddon and led by the
mysterious Adam Warlock, Earths super heroes join in a desperate attempt to thwart this
nihilistic gods insane plunge into galactic self-destruction. Should the heroes fail, the astral
gods of the universe wait to step into the fray. But in such an awesome cosmic conflict, will
anyone prevail? Will anyone survive? The original Infinity epic is collected alongside a
Gauntlet-full collection of behind-the-scenes extras!
Marvel Die-Cut Classic: Avengers Infinity War Editors of Studio Fun International 2021-07-20
"Based on the adaptation by Alex Irvine."--Back cover
Star Wars Insider Presents Star Wars: The Mandalorian Season Two: Collector's
Edition: Volume One Titan Comics 2022-06-14 Journey to amazing worlds as Star Wars:
The Mandalorian, the critically acclaimed series that expands the Star Wars universe,
continues to tell the story of the Mandalorian warrior Din Djarin and the Child. This deluxe
edition collects stunning artwork from chapters 9-12, featuring the battles, creatures, and
worlds as seen in the hit series.
Infinity War: Infinite Collection Jim Starlin 2017-10-04 After Adam Warlock's return in
Infinity Gauntlet, his worse half the Magus wasn't far behind! The struggle for ultimate
power over the universe continues when a stockpile of evil twins overwhelm the Fantastic
Four, Avengers, X-Men, New Warriors, Alpha Flight and more! Will the universe be saved,
destroyed... or both? Collects Infinity War #1-6, Warlock and the Infinity Watch #7-10 and
Marvel Comics Presents #108-111.
Infinity War 2006-04-05 The struggle for ultimate power over the universe continues when a
stockpile of evil twins overwhelm our superheroes.
MARVEL's Avengers: Infinity War: The Cosmic Quest Vol. 1 Brandon T. Snider 2018-04-03 A
threat has emerged from the cosmos: Thanos. A ruthless warlord who plans to collect all six
Infinity Stones. Joined by his formidable allies, he will be near-unstoppable at achieving his
goal. The Avengers, the Guardians of the Galaxy, Doctor Strange and Spider-Man must join
forces and fight side by side to stop Thanos, while the fate of the Earth and the universe lays
in the balance. This book features the stories of three of the six Stones as The Collector
recovers from his run in with the Guardians of the Galaxy. Desperate to repopulate his vast
collection of curios, he must contend with his brother, The Grandmaster, who comes to him
after facing Thor and the Hulk. The pair squares off in a night of one-upmanship and
speculate on the only things in the universe that would return The Collector to his former
glory--the Infinity Stones. ©2018 MARVEL.
The Infinity Entity Jim Starlin 2016-06-29 When last we saw Adam Warlock, he was a
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captive of Annihilus of the Negative Zone. So where do we find him now? Hanging with the
Original Avengers? Then things start getting weird. But what else would you expect from the
cosmic team of Jim Starlin and Alan Davis? Guest-starring the Guardians of the Galaxy.
Collects THE INFINITY ENTITY #1-4 and MARVEL PREMIERE #1.
Silver Surfer Epic Collection Ron Marz 2020-09-09 Collects Silver Surfer (1987) #76-85,
Silver Surfer Annual (1988) #6, Silver Surfer/Warlock: Resurrection (1993) #1-4, Secret
Defenders (1993) #9-10. To INFINITY CRUSADE —and beyond! The Silver Surfer must aid
the Jack of Hearts, survive an encounter with Nebula and face the Kree double threat of
Captain Atlas and Doctor Minerva! Meanwhile,it’s a battle of Galactus’ heralds as Morg and
Terrax clash! They both want the same ax — but whose hands will it end up in? Plus: The
Sentinel of the Spaceways joins Adam Warlock and the Infinity Watch in Mephisto’s clutches
in a tale written and drawn by cosmic maestro Jim Starlin! But why is the Surfer joining the
Secret Defenders alongside Doctor Strange, Thunderstrike and War Machine? And when the
Goddess’ Infinity Crusade divides the Marvel Universe, the Surfer must power up — with
potentially explosive results!
Thanos Jim Starlin 2003-12
Infinity Gauntlet Marvel Select Edition 2020-06-30 For the dark Titan, Thanos, the Infinity
Gauntlet was the Holy Grail - the ultimate prize to be coveted above all else. With it came
omnipotence: absolute control of all aspects of time, space, power, reality, the mind and the
soul. But his gaining of supreme might meant the beginning of a dark nightmare for the
entire universe. Now, on the edge of Armageddon and led by the mysterious Adam Warlock,
Earth's super heroes join in a desperate attempt to thwart this nihilistic god's insane plunge
into galactic self-destruction. Should the heroes fail, the astral gods of the universe wait to
step into the fray. But in such an awesome cosmic conflict, will anyone survive? It's one of the
greatest blockbusters of all, from cosmic maestro Jim Starlin, the legendary George Pérez
and fan-favorite Ron Lim! COLLECTING: INFINITY GAUNTLET (1991) 1-6
Doctor Strange Epic Collection Roy Thomas 2022-08-24 Collects Doctor Strange, Sorcerer
Supreme #34-47 and Annual #2, Silver Surfer (1987) #67 and Spider-Man/Dr. Strange: The
Way to Dusty Death. From here to Infinity! As Earth's heroes reckon with Thanos and his
universe-altering Infinity Gauntlet, Doctor Strange takes on vital mystical missions to bolster
their forces - but will his greatest threat be Doctor Doom or the inscrutable Adam Warlock?
Stephen is attacked by his old friend the Silver Surfer and his old foe Nightmare - before the
full horror of the gathered Lords of Fear is unleashed! Then, the Doctor enlists in the Infinity
War - and crosses paths with Galactus! An urgent quest leads Strange and his allies into
encounters with the godlike entities Agamotto and Cyttorak - and don't forget Cyttorak's
champion, the unstoppable Juggernaut! Plus: Wolverine, Spider-Man, the Scarlet Witch, a
reunion of the dynamic Defenders and more!
Infinity Jonathan Hickman 2014 The outbreak of war on two fronts: Earth and Space, with
our heroes torn between them! Plus, the world shattering return of Thanos! Collecting
Infinity #1-3, Avengers #18-20, New Avengers 9-10
Infinity War Omnibus 2019-04-16 The epic sequel to the Infinity Gauntlet! Adam Warlock's
dark half has resurfaced. The Magus is here. And the cosmos shall feel his wrath! As the
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Magus schemes for ultimate power, an army of evil doppelgangers overwhelms Earth's
heroes, Dr. Strange and Galactus seek answers and Thanos enters the fray -alongside the
Infinity Watch! Can the Avengers, X-Men and more turn the tide? To defeat the Magus,
Eternity must be awakened...and the Infinity Gauntlet reassembled! COLLECTING: INFINITY
WAR 1-6; FANTASTIC FOUR (1961) 366-370; SPIDER-MAN (1990) 24; DEATHLOK (1991)
16; DAREDEVIL (1964) 310; WARLOCK AND THE INFINITY WATCH 7-10; DOCTOR
STRANGE, SORCERER SUPREME 42-47; SILVER SURFER (1987) 67-69; WONDER MAN
(1991) 13-15; ALPHA FLIGHT (1983) 110-112; SILVER SABLE & THE WILD PACK 4-5;
GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY (1990) 27-29; QUASAR 37-40; NEW WARRIORS (1990) 27;
MARC SPECTOR: MOON KNIGHT 41-44; NOMAD (1992) 7; SLEEPWALKER 18; MATERIAL
FROM CAPTAIN AMERICA (1968) 408; ALPHA FLIGHT (1983) 109; MARVEL COMICS
PRESENTS (1988) 108-112
Silver Surfer Epic Collection Ron Marz 2017-05-24 Collecting Silver Surfer (1987) #51-66,
Annual #4; material from Marvel Comics Presents (1988) #69, 93-97. To Infinity and beyond!
Follow the sentinel of the spaceways into a Marvel Universe-spanning cosmic extravaganza
against the Mad Titan Thanos - who wears the Infinity Gauntlet! Drax battles Firelord, the
Surfer fights the Rhino and Thanos forces Norrin to get introspective! But is this dimension
big enough for the ultimate duel between the Silver Surfer and the Mad Titan? When the dust
settles on Earth, the Surfer heads back into space, only to face Midnight, the Inhumans and
the Collector! But how will that lead to him coming face to face with...Captain Mar-Vell? Plus,
the Surfer faces the undead, joins Mr. Fantastic on an emergency mission, and takes on the
Guardians of the Galaxy in the 26th century! And Nova goes solo!
Infinity Gauntlet Omnibus Jim Starlin 2020-09-29 Death has released Thanos from her cold
embrace, and he plans to repay her by murdering half the universe! But even as the Mad
Titan gathers the six Infinity Gems from across the galaxy, assembling them into the Infinity
Gauntlet and gaining truly godlike powers, a host of heroes gather to oppose him - including
the Silver Surfer, Adam Warlock, Gamora, Drax the Destroyer, Doctor Strange and the Hulk!
Even with Doctor Doom, Galactus and the universe's cosmic powers aiding them, can
Marvel's mightiest possibly prevail against Thanos the all-powerful? The fan-favourite cosmic
event is collected in its entirety! Collecting: Silver Surfer (1987) 34-38, 40, 44-60; Thanos
Quest (1990) 1-2; Infinity Gauntlet 1-6; Cloak & Dagger (1988) 18; Spider-Man (1990) 17;
Incredible Hulk (1968) 383-385; Doctor Strange, Sorcerer Supreme (1988) 31-36; Quasar
(1989) 26-27; Sleepwalker (1991) 7
Avengers Epic Collection Bob Harras 2019-04-10 Collects Avengers (1963) #348-359 and
Annual #21 and material from Captain America Annual #11, Thor Annual#17 and Fantastic
Four Annual #25. When come the Gatherers! First, the machinations of Hera and Ares pit
Hercules against Thor! A visit from the Starjammers and the X-Men proves painful for the
Black Knight  and so do his feelings for Crystal and Sersi! And the demonic return of a
classic villain teaches the Avengers to fear the Grim Reaper  not to mention his shambling
Legion of the Unliving! Then, the Gatherers  Proctor, Magdalene and the Swordsman, plus
Sloth and Cassandra  attack at last! But what is the secret behind their dastardly plan  and
why is their next target the Black Panther? Plus: The Avengers aid Arkon! And Captain
America, Thor and the Fantastic Four are drawn into the time-travel saga of Citizen Kang!
Infinity Crusade Vol. 2 Jim Starlin 2009-01-21 The Goddess has half of the Marvel Universe
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on her side, but if she doesn't get her way, she's ready to destroy all of it! The Fantastic Four,
the Avengers, the Defenders, the X-Men, X-Factor, X-Force, the New Warriors, and more are
turned against each other in her cosmic inquisition, and while Adam Warlock seeks answers
within, could an even bigger crisis loom if ultimate power is stolen by...Pip the Troll?! Plus,
mayhem on Monster Island and a Drax/Thor grudge match - Destroyer against Thunderer!
Collects Infinity Crusade #4-6, Warlock Chronicles #4-5, and Warlock and the Infinity Watch
#20-22.
Marvel Movie Collection: Avengers: Infinity War Will Pilgrim 2019-10-22
Marvel's Avengers Various 2018-12-26 The Avengers assemble again in Marvel Studios'
follow-up to the record-breakingÿMarvel's The Avengers.ÿRobert Downey Jr., Chris
Hemsworth, Mark Ruffalo, Chris Evans, Scarlett Johansson and Jeremy Renner reprise their
roles as world-saving heroes in an adventure like no other. In this new collectible volume, go
around the world with the Avengers in page after page of stunning concept art, production
design, visual effects, revealing set photography, and commentary from cast and crew,
including writer/director Joss Whedon and producer Kevin Feige.ÿMarvel's Avengers: Age of
Ultrontakes Marvel's Cinematic Universe to new heights in yet another silver-screen triumph.
MARVEL's Avengers: Infinity War: Thanos Barry Lyga 2018-11-20 In this new original
novel by bestselling author Barry Lyga, learn the origins of the most feared force in the
universe, and see how Thanos became the Titan consumed by his quest for power. Time
Reality. Space. Mind. Soul. Power. Born on a doomed world and made an outcast for his
physical deviancy and intimidating intellect, Thanos believes he sees something everyone else
chooses to ignore: a way to save his home and the people of Titan for generations to come.
But what he perceives as genius, they see as madness. Now exiled from his home world,
Thanos is determined to find the means to return to Titan and implement his plan. His
journey through the galaxy is a desperate race to save everything. Thanos will be successfulno matter how many billions have to die to bring balance to the universe. Learn the origins of
the most formidable foe the Avengers, Doctor Strange, the Guardians of the Galaxy, and
Black Panther have ever faced-a foe whom even a group of remarkable people, pulled
together to fight the battles nobody else could, failed to stop.
Avengers Vs. Thanos Jim Starlin 2014-10-29 Collects Iron Man (1968) #55; Captain Marvel
(1968) #25-30; Marvel Feature (1971) #12; Daredevil (1964) #105-107; Captain Marvel
(1968) #31-33;Avengers (1963) #125; Warlock (1972) #9-11, 15; Avengers Annual (1967)
#7; Marvel Two -In-One Annual #2; material from Logan's Run #6. See Thanos's bid to
become a god and lay siege to Earth, with only the Avengers able to stop him.
Infinity Wars Gerry Duggan 2019-02-13 Collecting Infinity Wars #1-6, Prime, Fallen Guardian
And Infinite. What does Infinity hold for the Marvel Universe? As the Infinity Stones come to
Earth, so too comes the war for control over them  with Captain Marvel, Star-Lord, Doctor
Strange, Loki and more on the front lines! But none who wields the stones truly understands
the power they contain  or comprehend what it would take to bring them to their end! The
nature of the cosmos itself hangs in the balance as we learn the answer to the heroes most
pressing question: Who is Requiem? Infinity is warped, and reality has only one hope  and
the ramifications of this story will be felt throughout the Marvel Universe for years to come!
As cosmic war begins to rage, Gerry Duggan and Mike Deodato Jr. gaze into the Infinite 
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and bring the truth to light!
Marvel's Avengers Will Corona Pilgrim 2018-04-04 Collects Marvels Avengers: Infinity War
Prelude #1-2, Infinity #1 And Thanos Annual #1. When a terrorist puts the Avengers at odds,
Captain America and the Winter Soldier go rogue to find him  but Iron Man isnt far behind.
Will the Avengers survive the fallout? Then, find out where Captain America, Falcon and
Black Widow are headed next  because the world needs heroes, whether it wants them or
not. Get a sneak peek at Tony Starks brand-new armor! Get ready for 2018s biggest
blockbuster with this special prelude! Plus, with the Avengers distracted, see Thanos seize
his opportunity to strike at Earth in the first chapter of Jonathan Hickmans epic Infinity!
Delve into the Mad Titans past as he joins himself on a time-bending journey of discovery 
one that sets the stage for his next cosmic odyssey!
Avengers Infinity War Scholastic Australia 2018-04 Follow the journeys of Marvel Super
Heroes Thor, Captain America, Doctor Strange and the Guardians of the Galaxy from their
beginnings up to the events before Avengers: Infinity War! This Heroes' Journey boxed set
contains four action-packed junior novels, each told from the point of view of a close Marvel
ally (or foe!) and features an extra Iron Man story-making it the perfect gift for Marvel
Universe and Avengers fans!
Infinity Countdown 2019-02-19 The Infinity Stones. Individually, they grant their wielders
great power. Together, they grant the power of a god. Once thought lost, the Infinity Stones
have re-formed and are scattered throughout the universe...and as their locations are
discovered, forces converge for a battle that will set the universe down a dark path...to the
end! As the ultimate race for power begins, the universe's greatest heroes and villains vie for
possession of the Power Stone - somehow grown to the size of a building! The Chitauri are in
on the action, as are the Raptors, Novas and the Guardians of the Galaxy! But when Adam
Warlock enters the fray, his next move will set the stage for cosmic chaos to come! The
universe-shaking event of 2018 is here!
Infinity Wars: Sleepwalker 2019-03-12 Deep in the mind of man, in the ephemeral land of
dreams, he lurks! The Sleepwalker-a guardian of the Mindscape, a realm threatened by the
disruptive power of the Infinity Stones! But when all of reality becomes warped, can
Sleepwalker find the help he needs to save us all? COLLECTING: INFINITY WARS:
SLEEPWALKER 1-4
Star Wars Insider: The Fiction Collection Volume 1 Ryder Windham 2021-04-07 18 fully
illustrated short stories. Darth Vader confronts a mysterious face from Anakin Skywalker’s
past… Lando Calrissian faces the terrifying firepower of an Imperial walker… The Empire’s
stormtroopers ruthlessly pursue survivors from Alderaan… A squadron of B-wing fighters
engage in a desperate mission during the Battle of Endor… This volume features a diverse
collection of short stories which chronicle the exploits of intriguing assorted side characters
along with some of the more familiar names in the saga, including Lando Calrissian, Han
Solo, and Darth Vader. The tales include Legends stories – from the continuity pre-2014 –
such as a moving tale of Darth Vader reuniting with an old acquaintance, a dark story with
the mysterious Darth Plagueis, and an edge-of-your-seat adventure with Han Solo and
Chewbacca in action aboard the Millennium Falcon. From the current lore – 2015 to present
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– there are tales of Blade Squadron, the pilots of the Rebel Alliance’s B-wing starfighters, as
they strike out against the Empire; the story of Darth Vader and the Emperor making a
surprise inspection of an Imperial facility; and a gripping tale of survivors of Alderaan
evading the Empire’s stormtroopers.
Infinity Gauntlet Aftermath 2013-09-24 Jim Starlin's Infinity saga continues here! After
defeating Thanos, Adam Warlock won the Infinity Gauntlet - and now has absolute power!
Can the most powerful being in the universe be convinced to give up the Gauntlet? And who
can be trusted with even a portion of its awesome abilities? Meanwhile, the Silver Surfer
races to destroy Thanos' shrine to Death - but first he must contend with onetime Infinity
Gem owner the Collector, and face his darkest fears! Plus: discover the fate of Thanos'
daughter Nebula! Don't miss the stories bridging the Infinity Gauntlet and Infinity War
events, guest-starring the original Captain Marvel, Doctor Strange, Thor, the Inhumans, and
an army of cosmic forces! COLLECTING: Silver Surfer (1987) 60-66, Dr. Str ange : Sorcerer
Supreme 36, Warlock & the Infinity Watch 1-6, material from Silver Surfer Annual 5
Doctor Strange Epic Collection: Infinity War Roy Thomas 2022-08-02 From here to
Infinity! As Earth's heroes reckon with Thanos and his universe-altering Infinity Gauntlet,
Doctor Strange takes on vital mystical missions to bolster their forces -- but will his greatest
threat be Doctor Doom, or the inscrutable Adam Warlock? Stephen is attacked by his old
friend the Silver Surfer and his old foe Nightmare -- before the full horror of the gathered
Lords of Fear is unleashed! Then, the Doctor enlists in the Infinity War...and crosses paths
with Galactus! An urgent quest leads Strange and his allies into encounters with the godlike
entities Agamotto and Cyttorak -- and don't forget Cyttorak's champion, the unstoppable
Juggernaut! Plus: Wolverine, Spider-Man, the Scarlet Witch, a reunion of the dynamic
Defenders -- and more! COLLECTING: Doctor Strange, Sorcerer Supreme (1988) 34-47;
Doctor Strange, Sorcerer Supreme Annual (1992) 2; Silver Surfer (1987) 67; Spider-Man/Dr.
Strange: The Way to Dusty Death (1992) 1
Avengers: Infinity War: Destiny Arrives Liza Palmer 2019-04-02 Relive the emotional and
thrilling adventures from the film Avengers: Infinity War, complete with original illustrations
that bring this tale to life right on the cusp of the release of Avengers: Endgame, the film that
will see the culmination of every significant event in the Marvel Cinematic Universe.
Amazing Fantasy Kaare Andrews 2022-04-20 Collects Amazing Fantasy (2021) #1-5,
Amazing Fantasy Prelude Infinity Comic (2021) #1. An all-new vision of the Marvel Universe!
Spy-school Black Widow, teenage Spider-Man, World War II Captain America - the most
iconic versions of your favorite Marvel characters from across time and space - all wake up
on an island of intrigue, darkness and amazing fantasy. Are they dead? Are they dreaming?
Or have they truly been transported to another fantastical realm? And as the heroes explore
their uncanny surroundings, can they find a way to return home? This isn't just a love letter
to your favorite Marvel eras, it's a reinvestment in the seminal characters you've always
loved, plucked from their quintessential timelines. This is the one you've been waiting for,
True Believers - an Amazing Fantasy for the ages, featuring Kaare Andrews' unique artwork!
The Thanos Quest Jim Starlin 1990
Star Wars Insider: Fiction Collection Volume 2 John Jackson Miller 2021-09-28 20 fully
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illustrated short stories. Princess Leia Organa embarks on a vital mercy mission… Obi-Wan
Kenobi escorts a precious cargo to Tatooine… A journalist uncovers the sinister truth about
Orson Krennic… Lando Calrissian takes a deadly gamble on Lothal… This special edition
includes stories from the Legends era and tales from the current era of storytelling that were
first published in Star Wars Insider. Featuring stories by Timothy Zahn, John Jackson Miller,
Delilah S. Dawson, Jason Fry, Michael Kogge, Alexander Freed, James S. A. Corey, Jennifer
Heddle, Json Hough, Joe Schreiber, Janine K. Spendlove, Edward M. Erdelac, Mur Lafferty,
Sylvain Neuvel, and Paul S. Kemp. Illustrated by Magali Villeneuve, Drew Baker, John Van
Fleet, Joe Corroney, Brian Miller, Carsten Bradley, Tom Hodges, Brian Rood, Marek Okon,
Jose Cabrera, Jason Chan, David Rabbitte, and Chris Scalf.
Silver Surfer Jim Starlin 2014-01-08 Collects Silver Surfer #34-38 & Thanos Quest #1-2. The
quest that led to INFINITY GAUNTLET begins here! Back from the dead, Thanos is after the
power to bring the rest of the universe with him on a return trip! Can the Silver Surfer, Drax
the Destroyer and others stop the cosmic iconoclast before he uses reality as a token of his
affection for Death?
Infinity Wars by Gerry Duggan: The Complete Collection 2019-10-01 The full saga of
Requiem and the Infinity Wars! The Infinity Stones are back. Individually, they grant their
wielders great power. Together, they bestow the power of a god! As each stone's location is
discovered, forces converge for a battle that will send the universe down a dark path...to the
end! Featuring the Chitauri, the Raptors, the Nova Corps, the Guardians of the Galaxy, Adam
Warlock and more surprising Stone-wielders! But who, or what, is Requiem? When she warps
the Marvel Universe in half, what surprising heroes will assemble to stand against her? And
when death comes at last, who will fall? Collecting: Infinity Countdown Prime 1, Infinity
Countdown 1-5, Infinity Countdown: Adam Warlock 1, Free Comic Book Day Amazing SpiderMan/Guardians of the Galaxy 2018 (Guardians of the Galaxy Saga), Infinity Wars Prime 1,
Infinity Wars 1-6, Infinity Wars: Fallen Guardian 1, Infinity Wars: Infinity 1, Thanos Legacy 1
(B story)
Doctor Strange Epic Collection Peter B. Gillis 2019-10-23 Collects Doctor Strange,
Sorcerer Supreme (1988) #1-13; Marvel Graphic Novel: Doctor Strange and Doctor Doom Triumph and Torment (1989). The Doctors are in! The world believes Doctor Strange is dead
- but he might soon be when Dormammu steals his body! Can Clea and Topaz help Strange
regain control of his corporeal form? Then, the New Defenders return and Strange takes on a
new apprentice: the other-dimensional Rintrah! But the Doc's soul is at stake when Baron
Mordo strikes - and demon-lords Satannish and Mephisto make their move! NOW magazine
makes Stephen its cover star - but what is his brother Victor's secret? And when the Acts of
Vengeance erupt, Strange and Clea must face the Hobgoblin, the Enchantress and Arkon!
Plus, in a graphic novel classic illustrated by Mike Mignola, Doctor Strange joins Doctor
Doom on a journey into Hell!
Avengers, infinity war Will Corona Pilgrim 2019
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